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This book was very touching, I
have not read a book like this ever and to
say that I really truly fell in love with it. Author GroupiesAround The Bend took the
cliches that life shares and shows that we
have to work toward what we want and not
expect everything to be handed to us. - The
Art of RomanceThis book has so much
power and emotion that I dont even know
where to start. - Firefly Book BlogI
laughed hard and cried hard, but most of
all...I fell in love with this story! - I Love
Story TimeIts a story about a love like no
other. The kind of love that well, stories are
written about. - Flirty Fiction BlogI wanted
to cry, laugh, scream, and throw my Kindle
a few times. - Summers Book Blog-----If
you were to pass me on the street, you
probably wouldnt even look twice. Im that
normal. Im just like you, only wealthier. I
have it all. The kids, the family, the dog, a
house on the hill. Hell--Im so cliche, I even
have a white picket fence. I guess you
could say that Ive dotted my Is and crossed
my Ts. But what I also have--what no one
sees in yoga, or at Nieman Marcus, or
during the dreadful Ladies Who Lunch
charity events I attend (because only God
knows
why),
and
perhaps
most
importantly, in the school pick up line--are
secrets.Deep, dark, deadly secrets.We all
keep secrets, dont we? We all have
thoughts in our heads, things we do, things
about us that if people knew, theyd be
shocked...right? Well, what if one day we
just decided to let the cat out of the bag, so
to speak.What if we decided to let the
whole world in on our dirty little secrets?
And what if along the way, as we were
spilling those secrets, we realized that
things arent always what they seem and
with that knowledge, it changed the whole
story?In this book, Im laying it all out
there. The unraveling of my life. My
coming undone. What one mightve seen
had they been paying attention.What Ive
found in life is people often believe lies
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before theyll believe the truth. Well, here it
is, in a nutshell. Ill let you decide which is
which.
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